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Abstract 

Supply chain (SC) management is an integral part 

of the technological advancement of industries 

nowadays. This study designed and presents an 

optimization model for the inventory-location 

technical problems in an SC network. The model 

considers carbon emission and perishable products 

and formulated a novel model based on the mixed-

integer linear programming concept. The proposed 

model aimed at minimizing the total costs in the 

network. The solution of the model obtained using the 

GAMS optimization package. The results show that an 

optimal solution is reachable within a reasonable time 

with the presented mathematical model.    

     Keywords: Supply Chain Network, Carbon Emission, 

Perishable Products, Mathematica Model. 

 

1. Introduction 

A Supply Chain (SC) is a network of processes whose 

ultimate goal is to provide commodities and services to 

customers [1, 2, 16-20]. The main purpose of the SC can 

be considered to optimize the performance of the 

desired chain. 

On the other hand, the SC is exposed to various risks 

that these problems affect the efficiency of the chain 

components and the whole chain [3, 21-28]. This 

problem is highlighted when the SC is related to 

perishable products, which doubles the importance of 

this issue. As you know, the life of marketable products 

is limited, so the design and management of the SC for 

these products is essential [4, 5, 29-33]. Corruption of 

goods has several economic effects, including losses of 

enterprises, increased waste and pollution of the 

environment. 

The rest of this study is as follows: Section 2 shows 
an overview of the existing literature relevant to the 
location-inventory models of the SC network. Section 3 
describes the problem. The mathematical formulas are 
explained in Section 4. In Section 5, the computational 
outcomes are presented and finally numerical tests and 
conclusions are performed in Section 6. 

 

 2. Literature review 

Paxoi et al. (2010) examined a multi-objective linear 

mathematical model to decrease the cost and amount of 

carbon dioxide emissions in forward logistics as well as 

to decrease SC costs in reverse logistics [1]. Verdu et al. 

(2010) have designed a basic model for supplying fresh 

and processed fruit SC with all the details [2]. Amorim 

et al. (2012) produce and distribute perishable products 

to optimize fruit freshness [3]. Amin and Zhang (2013) 

consider a closed-loop SC network that includes 

production and collection centers and multi-product 

demand market under conditions of uncertainty. Their 

mathematical model was a complex integer 

programming that aims to decrease whole costs [4]. 

Velichko (2014) presents an integrated model for 

decision-making in the field of fruit and vegetable 

service logistics [5]. Nadal Roig & Pa Aragos (2015) 

presented a mathematical transport model for the fruit 

SC in which a fruit logistics center is provided by a 

number of storage centers according to demand in the 

non-harvest season [6]. Etemadnia et al. (2015), 

utilizing two-level transportation options, suggested the 

optimal location of the wholesale facility for the fruit 

and vegetable SC and proposed an innovative method 

to achieve the results [7]. Hayast et al. (2017) 

investigated the issue of routing-location potential trust 

with limited conditions under accidental disturbance in 

warehouses and proposed a scenario-based mixed 

integer planning model to optimize warehouse 

locations, out-of-bounds delivery routes and support 

programs [8]. Yavari et al. (2019) presented a two-layer 

flexible closed-loop SC mathematical model for 

perishable products considering the risk of power 

outages in the grid. Their mathematical model is 

Mixed-Integer Linear Programming (MILP). This two-

layer model includes two objective functions for each 

layer with defined objectives.  LP metric method has 

been utilized to solve the multi-objective model and a 

case study from Kaleh company has been studied for 

validation [9].  

Imran et al. (2020) presented an inventory routing 

model that was multi-objective and multi-cycle for 

perishable products at undisclosed costs. On the other 

hand, reducing the cost of CO2 emissions is also 

considered in this model. Their mathematical model is 

MILP. A multi-objective fuzzy programming approach 

was used to solve the model [10]. Tirkalai et al. (2019) 

presented a mathematical model for the problem of 

routing perishable vehicles. Their mathematical model 

is MILP. Their goal is to decrease the cost of the entire 

SC. First, the model was linearized, then it was solved, 

and on the other hand, the robust model planning 

approach was used [11]. Mousavi et al. (2017) 

considered a multi-objective mathematical model of 
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novelization and location of the center for perishable 

products in the food SC taking into account carbon 

dioxide emissions. Their mathematical model is MILP. 

Therefore, NSGA.II method was used to solve the 

model [12]. Dai et al. (2018) presents a mathematical 

model for the SC location problem, whose 

mathematical model is MILP. Their goal is to decrease 

the whole cost of inventory. To solve the model, the 

methods of hybrid genetic algorithm were used along 

with hybrid neighborhood search [13]. Tirkalai et al. 

(2019) considered a multi-objective mathematical model that 

includes two-level green routing for perishable products. The 

volume of the intended warehouse type is average. Their 

mathematical model is MINLP. Both of their objective 

functions are of the minimization type. The proposed 

solution for this Epsilon model is constraint [14]. Buicki 

et al. (2020) examine an integrated three-objective 

model of inventory, location, and routing. Their 

mathematical model is MILP. All three objective 

functions are of the minimization type. Genetic 

algorithms and particle swarm optimization have been 

used to solve the model [15]. 
 

3. Problem description 

There is a three-tier SC network that includes factories, 

retailers, and warehouses. The purpose of the suggested 

model is to reduce the whole cost. Whole costs include 

maintenance costs, warehouse ordering costs, fixed costs, 

shipping costs, perishable commodities, loss cost. The goals 

and decisions pursued in this article include the following. 

Determining the location and number of factories and 

warehouses, assigning retailers to warehouses and allocating 

warehouses to factories, and inventory control decisions for 

each warehouse. 

SC network designed for perishable products such as meat, 

vegetables, human blood, medicine, flowers, etc. has been 

proposed and designed. 

On the other hand, this network has been affected by various 

factors such as storage capacity and carbon emissions. 

According to the studies reviewed in the proposed model, 

there is no control over the purchase costs. 

Therefore, in order to save on purchase costs and investigate 

the issue in the real world, the maximum capital is considered 

so that the purchase costs do not exceed this amount of 

capital. 

The assumptions of the proposed model are as follows. 

 Determining fixed costs for warehouses and 

factories. 

 Shipping costs are considered according to the 

distance traveled, the volume and amount of 

perishable products and the shipping unit. 

 Retailers must specify at least one warehouse 

so that if supply exceeds demand or vice versa, 

the cost of fines will increase. 

 Inventory costs that occur only in warehouses 

include maintenance costs and ordering costs .

The optimal order quantity is equal to the 

economic order quantity .Perishable products 

also have different maintenance and ordering 

costs. 

 Perishable products spoil only when transferred 

from warehouse to retailers and no damage 

occurs at other times.If the time required to 

transport the following corrupt materials from 

the warehouse to the retailers is more than the 

critical time, the request will be rejected. 

 Warehouse capacity is limited. On the other 

hand, the SC is limited by crane emissions. 

 There is no shortage of product and delivery 

time for warehouses 

 

Indices: 

P Set of Perishable product ( p P ) 

R Set of retailers ( r R ) 

U Set of industrial units ( u U ) 

W Set of warehouses ( w W ) 

 

Parameters: 

uFC  Fixed annual cost for factory u 

wFC  Fixed annual cost for warehouse w 

pL  Cost of loss per unit of perishable product p 

uwdi  Factory distance u to warehouse w 

wrd  Warehouse distance w to retailer r 

uwf 
Cost of purchasing perishable product p for 

warehouse w from factory u 

rwf  
Cost of purchasing perishable product p for retailer 

r from warehouse w 

rx  Maximum capital (each retailer r) 

pc  Perishable product transport unit p 

wpO  
The cost of warehouse ordering w for perishable 

product p 

wph  
Warehouse maintenance cost w for perishable 

product p 

pCT 
The time of the critical of perishable product p to 

be disposed of. 

rpD  
Annual demand for perishable product p for 

retailers r 

s

rph  
Cost of perishable product p damage due to 

oversupply of demand for retailers r 

d

rph  
Cost of perishable product p  due to demand 

greater than supply to retailer r 

wrp  
Perishable rate of perishable product p from 

warehouse w to retailer r 

wwc  Annual warehouse capacity limit w 

car  Annual carbon emissions limit 
sp Vehicle speed 

  Reliability level of carbon emissions limits 

  Confidence level of capacity constraints 



  Capability level of capital constraint 

 

Decision variables: 

d

rpED  
Excess demand for perishable product p for 

retailer r 

s

rpZ  
Excess supply of perishable product p for retailer 

r 

uwpY  
The amount of perishable product p from factory 

u to warehouse w 

wrpY  
Amount of perishable product p from warehouse 

w to retailer r 

w  
1 If warehouse w is open 

0 Otherwise





 

u  
1 If factory u is open

0 Otherwise 





 

 

4. Mathematical model 
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Equation (1) represents the objective function that seeks to 
decrease the costs of the entire location-inventory SC 
network. Constraint (2) relates to the balance of retailers and 
warehouses. Constraint (3) indicates that the perishable 
product will be damaged if the time required to deliver the 
perishable product from the warehouse to the retailer exceeds 
the critical time. Constraint (4) indicates that

( )uwp w w

p P u U

Y wc 
 

  it is equal to or greater than the 

confidence level. Constraint (5) states that less than the 

( )wrp wr uwp uw

p P w W r R p P u U w W

Y di Y di
     

  confidence level λ is 

given. Constraint (6) indicates that 

( ) )uwp wr wrp uw r

p P u U w W

Y di Y di x
  

   it is equal to or greater 

than the confidence level. Constraints (7) and (8) indicate that 

the variables ,wrp uwpY Y  are positive and the variables ,w u 

are binary. 

5. Computational results 

The number of factories, warehouses and retailers is 4, 5, 10, 
respectively. Table 1 calculates the problem variables, such as 
the number of perishable products sent from factories to 
warehouses and from warehouses to retailers. 

Table 1. Results of Gams software 

Decision 

variables 
The value of indices RESULT 

uwpY  

{1,...,5}w  

{1,...,10}r  

{1,2}p  

20 

jikX  

{1,...,4}u  

{1,...,5}w  

{1,2}p  

10 

jy  {1,2}p  1 

py  {1,...,4}u  1 

d

ikZ  
{1,...,10}r  

{1,2}p  
3 

s

ikZ  
{1,...,10}r  

{1,2}p  
5 

 

6. Conclusion 

      In this paper, a three-tier location-inventory model in the 

SC is investigated that aims to decrease whole costs at 

different levels of the chain. By adding the assumption of 

capital constraints, more adaptation is created among the 

designed model and real problems, which is solved using 

GAMS software. 

The effects of different factors on whole costs are as 

follows: According to the results, with increasing demand, 

the whole cost increases. (Figure 1) Decreasing the number 

of retailers and increasing the number of factories and 

warehouses will reduce whole costs. There is an inverse 

relationship among health rates and whole costs. Because the 

higher the health rate, the lower the cost of lost products. As 

can be seen in Table 2, changes in critical times and 

confidence levels of storage capacity limits, carbon emission 

limits, and capital constraints cause changes in whole costs. 

As critical times increase, whole costs decrease because they 

reduce the cost of losses. Warehouse capacity constraints, 

carbon constraints and capital constraints do not have a 

significant impact on whole costs unless they are at a 

certainty level. In determining their amounts, it should be 

noted that the cost of losses does not increase because then 

the whole costs will increase. 



For future works, the interested researchers can add 

sustainable and resilient concepts to the proposed model. 

Additionally, we recommended extremely that scholars 

develop hybrid meta-heuristic algorithms and compared them 

with the suggested algorithm in this paper. Finally, to cope 

with uncertain parameters, techniques such as fuzzy, robust, 

stochastic, etc. can be used. 

 

 
Figure1. Relationship among whole cost and demand 

 

 
Figure 2. Location SC network - inventory 

 

Table 2. Examination of samples with critical time and 

different confidence levels 

T
k  

55% 

Whole Cost Solving Time (s) 

40 690767/303 0:00:00/303 

50 690762/254 0:00:00/311 

60 690746/190 0:00:00/309 

 

T
k  

75% 

Whole Cost Solving Time (s) 

40 690767/303 0:00:00/301 

50 690755/584 0:00:00/303 

60 690746/732 0:00:00/305 

 

T
k  

95% 

Whole Cost Solving Time (s) 

40 671763/358 0:00:00/355 

50 671564/144 0:00:00/313 

60 670923/1 0:00:00/305 
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